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A Challenge to Those Who Care About Words
WE PUBLISH in this issue a letter to the Editor which
throws out a challenge to all readers who care seriously
about the future of the language of hand bookbinding.

The writer, Ron Abbey, argues that now is the time
to embark on the creation of a comprehensive diction-
ary of binding terms. He proposes a broad co-operative
effort which would involve a score or more of re-
searchers 'out there' - in Australia and abroad. Their
efforts, co-ordinated by an editorial committee, would
yield a dictionary both historical and geographical, list-
ing usages in various countries and cities at various time
down to the present.

Descriptive rather than prescriptive, such a book
would not be an instant cure for the babel of terminol-
ogy which today troubles Mr Abbey and, we presume,
many other binders. But it would undoubtedly en-

courage a care in writing about and teaching bookbind-
ing and perhaps lead to a consensus in important areas
of our craft.

The proposed task is no small undertaking. The
recruitment of enthusiastic and painstaking researchers
would not be the onlyessential element. An editorwould
need to be found to impose on the dictionary the highest
standards of accuracy and an absolute consistency of
style in presenting the hundreds of entries.

Like Mr Abbey, we invite a response from readers
who care about the issues he raises so passionately in
his long letter. Letters dealing with the broad proposi-
tion or with details of the suggested method of opera-
tion wirr be wercomed:*:*:r" 

:**o

IN ITS THIRTEENTH year Morocco Bound con-
tinues to find a widening readership both in Australia
and overseas. The editorial committee has been en-
couraged by a number of recent words and signs of
approval from scattered directions. Our thanks to the
contributors whose generous collaboration down the
years has been the foundation of this progress.

In this issue we publish a letter from a New-
foundland subscriber who describes his method of
binding his'entire collection' of. Morocc o B oun d, which
he praises for its 'many wonderful articles'. From
Western Australia, the guild president, Murray Pen-
nifold, has written to say: 'The comments of our mem-
bers about (MB's) presentation and its content are
most complimentary and it is much appreciated'. In
Victoria, which is not covered by the inter-guild arran-
gement which made Morocco Bound a national, rather
than New South Wales, journal, we have a number of
new direct subscribers.
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EDITORIAL

Just to hand is the 1991 Bookbinder, the highly
regarded annual journal of Britain's Society of Book-
binders. In what we take as a compliment to Morocco
Bound's qualiry, the Bookbinder has reproduced our
article by John Mitchell, 'Restoration of Leather Bind-
ings - Some Endpaper Solutions When Re-backing'. An
interesting question is raiscd by the acknowledgement
at the foot of the reprint: 'Reproduced from Morocco
Bound Journal of Craft Bookbinders (March 1991).'
How many readers of the Bookbinder would gather
from this that ours is an Australian journal? Should we
introduce the word'Australian'into our full title rather
than leave it to the small print to state our origin?

Finally, we have been commended as a'very excel-
lent quarterly' in a report back to America by Julia
Miller, conservator at the Universityof Michigan.Inthe
Guild of Book lVorkers Newsletter for December she
wrote warmly of her experiences in Melbourne and
Sydney, and of the Victorian and NSW Guilds, both of
which 'impressed me with their energy and really tire-
less devotion to furthering the quality and practice of
book arts in Australia.' Notes from Julia Miller's Syd-
ney workshops on paper case binding appear in our
present issue.

If there is a self-congratulatory tone in the above
we apologize. We are in fact far from complacent and
anxiously seek always to increase the value of Morocco
Bound to its readers. We welcomeyour suggestions and
criticism.

Back Issues

Back issues of Morocco Bound are available, as
originals for more recent issues, or as
photocopies where necessary in earlier issues, at
$5 each posted.

The present typeset forrnat began with Vol.
8 No. L (March 1987) and the New South Wales
was taken out into a separate newsletter from
Vol. 1.1. No. 1 (March 1990). Vol.8 No 3/4 is a
double issue (and hence $1,0), covering the
Canisius College collection of hand tools.

Orders, with cheque please, to the NSW
Guild, PO Box 111, Glebe, NSW 2037.
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FINE WORDS . FINE BOOKS

CONTEMPORARY BINDING S 1992 IN CANBERRA
Bookbinders of eight countries are represented in the Terence Uren, (06) 28L 9422 (work), (M) 282 2403
Australian Exhibitlon of Contemporaiy Bindings L992 (home), ol Johq Tonkin (M) 295 9n5.
which opens at the National Library Canbeira, on _ - _The_ 

thr_e-e-day program:
Thursday 5th March and will continue until L5th June. Friday 6th March

^""1'cl,'zg,*:***::m,:ilt*r,:'."m*mHi'il1'"itr'fii!1f+*L$r}:?:e,li'{flfi*;and lhe United States. The range of sryles among ihe 53 Y]l:l-lt^i" wrth hand made uruted edrtron booxs'

books includes rradirional English, traditionai Ffi.h, S^.t::"El' Tait Bindery' A visit to Robin Tait's Quean-

:t,";tild F..".r,l,i,pi"a .'"?,,!il;it";;;ilih";;;T: By*if;lt:,""fllA$ifl"i:t1i'3+t#mf i;3:H,t
lum, togetner wltn a numDer oI lnnovauve approacnes. ieview"of recent work of James Brockman aad his
$ single-hinge b.oo! is shown by James.Brockman, the b]iii.h ilni..poruri;;. 

- _- -
British binder who is to open the 9xlib1i91 and who.se $"i""a"" Ztn March
visit was arranged with the help of the British Council. M;;;i;;, Exhibition visit. Joy Grove, chair of exhibi-

- - - 
Any-Guild members who are in Canberra on the tion;u.fi ;oins "*t 

iUiting Uina'..ito diicuss criteria for
fifth will be welcome to attend the 6prn oPgllilC:. seleition ind materials ind techniques used in exhibits.
- B-ythe-timethisissue ofltforoccoBoundisdelivered Afternoon: Decorated Papers. h workshop at La

the official deadline will have passed_to book and pay Kilby's Lochleigh merino stud near Hall.
for attendance at the events organised by the Canberra Eveiing: Lochleigh barbecue.
Craft Bookbinders Guild to celebrate the opening. Sunday-8th Marcf,
However, some late places are expected to be available Morning: Headbands. A workshop with John Tonkin
at some events and inquiries may be made by phone to exploring a range of techniques. Light lunch follows.

For those fortunate enough to be passing through
southern England in the second half of 1991 there was
a feast of calligraphy and bookbinding in an exhibition
Fine Words - Fine Books held jointly by The Society of
Scribes and Illuminators and Designer Bookbinders.
This major exhibition of the very finest work at the end
of the twentieth century, the culmination of several
years of preparation, presented a record of achieve-
ment of which both societ ies can be proud.

The exhibition began in the Crypt of St. Paul's
Cathedral, London, later moving to the Crafts Study
Centre in Bath. One hundred and sixy-seven works
were selected for exhibition, from the small and private
to the formal and public; the personal prayer book to
the Royal Letters Patent.

Predominantly the artists were from the U.K., but
there were others from Germany, the United States,
Belgium, Ireland and Estonia. Australia was repre-
sented by Dave Wood with two pieces in contrasting
book forms. These were part of his submission when he
was elected to Fellowship of the Society of Scribes and
Illuminators in 1990 and which he was invited to leave
for this exhibition. Incidentally, Dave Wood was one of
the few calligrapher/binders whose work was shown.

Bound books were a relatively small proportion of
the exhibition but their impact was certainly not
dominated by the volume of calligraphic work. The
range was considerable. There was the work of Philip
Smith, his sea-lapped ilIoby Dick being housed in an
upright container with Captain Ahab'i vengeful eyes
peering forth through blue-black goatskin waves and
the back of Moby Dick just breaking the surface of the
sea (and the container) the tail lashing the spine; in his
Four Gospels the vivid blue wings of an angel enclosing
the book. There was the directness of David Sellarsr
Divitte Conrcdy puckered red goatskin cut away in a
geometric arrangement of the sinners' purgatorial
circles to reveal randomly twisted black stiips-formed
from emulsified leather dust. There was the smooth
elegance of Romilly Saumarez Smith's Poems by Maj-

nun Laila in brown and tan calf with free-formed gold
edged crosses and three raised bands on the spine as
the restrained decoration. There was the precision and
discretion of the onlays and tooling on two books by
Flora Ginn. And there was the poignancy of Trevor
Jones' Tlrc Lift and Death of lenny Wren, only 103 x
70mm, with illustrative back and front covers.

Especially pleasing were collaborations between
binders and calligraphers. It really would have been
interesting to eavesdrop on the early discussions of
these combined productions, in particular the
manuscript by Christopher Calderhead celebrating in
words and pictures the Native American craft of build-
ing the Birch Bark Canoe. Written and drawn on Indian
handmade strawpaper it has been bound by oak sawn
boards, lace pegged and thonged by Jen Lindsay.
Trophy fragments decorate the front board - pieces of
sea shells, coconut shell, antler, pigeon feather. Surely
this is an historical document from one of the tribes.

It would be wrong to leave the impression that this
collection of lettering and calligraphy was confined to
paper or vellum or bound only by boards. The scope
extended to teKile, slate, stone, glass and.clay, and
although it was frustrating not being able to touch some
of these pieces there is an undoubted excitement in
being face to face with Donald Jackson's brilliance,
Denis Brown's intensity, Pat Russell's joyful collage of
lettering and the exquisite perfection of Joan Pilsbury's
heraldic monsters.

Unfortunately, unlike the Guggenheim's, these
treasures will not be travelling. Perhaps there is some-
one out there with contacts at the right level who could
put down a marker for at least a selection from the next
major exhibition, whenever that maybe, to make its way
to Australia. We could offer some excellent venues and
an enthusiastic and growing group of viewers. In the
meantime there is an excellent catalogue to accompany
Fine Worrk - Fine Bool<s with every piece illustrated. A
copy has been deposited with the NSW Guild,s library.

Maggi Sheppard
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PAPER CASE BINDING
AWorkshop with Julia Miller

A paper case binding, a derivative conservation model
developed by Gary Frost from the 17th century Italian
paper case, was demonstrated by Julia Miller, of Ann
Arbor, USA, of the NSW Guild's Ralph Lewis
Workshop on 14th and L5th September last year. Par-
ticipants in the two full-day workshops made the bind-
ing, which is generally suited to smaller books.

The article below is an expansion ofnotes provided
at the workshops. Terms readily recognised in
Australia have been substituted in some instances.
Readers should note that various aspects of this tech-
nique can be used separately elsewhere. For example,
the affixing ofhinges can be used in several other styles.
A. Mateials

Six to eight sections of the folded paper to form the
textblock, generally in the height range 100mm to
200mm. Note that the outside leaf of the first and last
sections becomes the pastedown. A different paper
(one or two folds) may be added for endpapers.

Two pieces of hinge fabric, 35-40mm wide x
textblock height, to form the hinge. Ideally, these will
be cut on the bias to prevent fraying.

Two strips of medium weight Japanese tissue,
12mm wide x ter block height.

A strip of sturdy Japanese tissue, texblock thick-
ness x rextblock height (cut onjob).

A strip of text weight paper (long grain), finished
textblock thickness x textblock height.

Heavy paper for case, 1..4 times textblock height by
2.5 times textblock width, grain running head to tail.
This paper may be treated on the intended outside with
a thick solution of methyl cellulose (place the damp
sheet between release sheets and blotters, and press
lightly) or rub it down with microcrystalline wax. This
paper must not crack when folded with or across the
graln.

Two waste sheets, teK block page size.
A piece of light card tenblock height for sewing

template.
Two pieces of light manila card, slightly larger than

teK block, for cover lining. A paper liner may be used,
depending on how rigid the covers are to be.

Ordinary needle and a curved needle (must not be
sharp edged), and thread. The curved needle will
probably be a semi circle, but one bent about 45 degrees
about 12mm from the tip is probably easier to use.

Paste usually, but for the demonstration a very
liquid paste/PVA mix.
B. Prepaing tlrc Sections.
1. Fold the two strips of medium weight Japanese tissue
centrally along their length. Dab paste on the spine
edge of'the seEond and sEcond last'sections and rirap
the strips around them. The strips will be held in place
solely on the spine edge (see step 22).
2. Tip the fabric on to the inside of the first and last
sections, allowing the tipping to be about 3mm (Fig. 1).

Press down with a bone folder. When dry, wrap around
section and attach a protective waste sheet u'nder the
fabric with cellotape.
3. Fold the lisht temolate card centrallv alons its lensth
and mark th-e head'with an arrowheid. uirt on fhe
centre fold the intended sewing stations, based on leav-
ing a trim margin if desired, making the dimension of
tail to tail kettle stitch greater than that of head to head
kettle stitch (convention). Otherwise have the stations
equidistant and no further than 50mm apart. In restora-
tion work or rebinding use the old sewing stations. Use
a nee dle or an awl to punch holes at the sewing stations
in this card.
4. Set the template inside each section, noting and
aligning the head carefully (flush with the head), and
punch holes from centre to spine edee. usins a needle
br awl smaller in diameter than the"intendEd sewing
needle.
4a. For restoration or repair, it may be necessary to tip
on new endpapers to thd first and last sections.
C. Sewing - link unsupported stitch method
5. Using a conventional needle and lightly waxed
thread, 6nter the first section at the head"ket[le stitch
and exit to the spine edge through the first sewing
station (la in Fig. 2). Pass the thread through a closeii
safety pin (so it c-an be released when opened later) and
then go back through the same sewing station (1a).
Repeat until reaching the tail kettle stitch. There is now
thread inside the section continuous from head to tail
kettle stitch and this will later orovide excellent suDDort.
6. Position the second sectiori and enter its kettle'slitch
from the spine edge and exit to the spine edge at the
lowest sewing station, i.e. the sewing station next above
the kettle (2c in Fig. 2).

OUT IN

Fig.2.

7. Take the needle down to the first section, pick up the
loop held by the safety pin at lc, and reenter the second
section at 2c. Repeat at each sewing station until reach-
ing the head kettle stitch.
8. Undo and remove the safety pins and adjust the
sewing by pulling at the first sewing station until a gentle
tension is achieved but with the thread inside the first
section running straight down the inside, viz. the loop
is pulled inside. Repeat moving up the stations and then
tie at the head kettles stitch back to the starting thread
(reef knot).
9. Add the third section, positioning it squarely and
placing a light weight in the centre of fhe seCtion sb that

2
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access to the sewing is easy and the sections are held in
place. Sew into the centre via the head kettle stitch and
then exit to the spine edge at sewing station 3a. Take off
the ordinary n"ddl" andput on thjcurved needle.
10. Feed the curved needle between the first and second
sections (carefully, to avoid catching the Japanese tis-
sue) from below the sewing station towards the head.
This direction is important as it creates the loop effect
sought. Tension the thread befolq reentering the third
section via sewing station 3a and then repeat this stitch
at each sewing station. The effect will be loops on the
spine and a visibly continuous thread in the section well.
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11. At the tail kettle stitch station do a conventional
kettle stitch.
12. Add the fourth section and proceed as steps 9 and
10, but run the needle from the head side to the tail side
at each station, so that the sewing still forms the loop.
(Fig.3.)
13. Tie off the fourth section with a conventional kettle
stitch and proceed to further sections until completed.
Where necessary join the thread with a reef or weaver's
knot on the inside of a section.
14. Tie off the last section with two kettle stitches, the
first between the second and third last sections and the
second between the third and fourth last sections. Trim
the thread ends to 12mm.
D. Backing tlre textblock
15. Knock up the teKblock squarely. If sewn with the
correct tension there will nct be much movement.
L6. Place book under a light weight and apply a layer of
paste to the spine, brushing always from centre to head
and tail. Feed the thread ends into grooves between
sections. Let dry.

17. If textblock is to be trimmed do it now; also apply
any edge treatment.
18: Cui spine lining of sturdy Japanese tissue to just
short of textblock length but leave it wider than the
textblock thickness.
L9. Round the textblock using finger pressure on one
side at a time. Only a minor rounding is achieved, but
it is adequate.
20. Apply a second layer of paste to the spine and lay
on the spine lining of Japanese tissue (see 18) with the
rough side in for better adhesion. Pound with a stiff
bqush, like a shoe brush. Let dry and trim the overhang
with a dull knife, making sure to cut away from the
textblock while pulling the tissue over the textblock.
The Japanese tissue should not protrude over the spine.
21. There are usually no headbands in this style of
binding.
22. When dry, open between the frst and second sec-
tions and apply paste to the portion of tissue facing the
fabric, ensuring the first section is well supported. Lay
the flange ofJapanese tissue down over and along the
cloth tip-on, tamp into place with finger pressure. Let
dry with sections open. Turn and repeat between the
last and second last sections.
E. Mokingthe paper case
23.The case is made by folding the sheet of paper along
score lines made, with two exceptions, on the inside of
the cover. Use a pointed bone folder to score, but be
careful it is not too sharp. Work on a pillow of waste
paper or a piece ofblotter to absorb the scoring.
24. Position the textblock on the cover material and
gently bend it around to find the centre. Using a rule
beside the spine, mark at head and tail, move the
textblock aside, score and fold (Line a in Fig. a.)
25. The cover will now be in an L. Mark the height of
the spine over the kettle stitches as the thickest points,
score and fold (Line b). This had formed the spine.
26. Turn the cover over and score two lines to ap-
proximate depth of shoulder away from the spine (lines
c). Fold and then flatten the fold with fingers before
turning the cover back over.
CUT OUT
HEAO A TAIL

MOROCCO BOUND

SPINE LINING
Fig.4.
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27. Position the textblock on the cover equidistant from
the top and bottom edges, and mark the width of the
desired head square. In this binding it is usually small,
1.5 to 2mm. Score this line and fold.
28. Reposition the textblock and mark the position of
the tailsquare. Score and fold. Check that the cover lies
evenly on the textblock since it is possible to rescore if
necessarv.
29. Position the textblock into the spine,laythe work on
the bench, and mark the rear fore-edge square (a small
square, and in proportion to the head and tail squares).
SCore and fold. (ai shown in Fig.4, it is possible to have
a Yapp edge by adding a few eKra scores.)
30. With the rear fore-edge turned in, reposition the
textblock and turn the cover over so that the front is on
the bench. Using a ruler under the teKblock, sight a
scoring line even with the rear (now at the top) turned
in cover. Score and fold.
31. Remove the textblock and fold out the turn-ins.
Trim turn-ins to equal sizes.
32. Fold the cover again at the head and tail, and cut the
corners as shown in Fig. 5. Trim back the head and tail
turn-in slightly as shown so that when pasted down the
fold-in covers it.

Vol. 13, No. L

TR:I,I OFF A
BIT IF IT
PCXES OUT

AS qJT FOLDED O{JT

Fig.5

33. Cut out the spine relief as shown in Fig. 6 using
scissors. The gap between b and the fold should be
about 2.5 - 3 times the square, as its thickness is part of
the strength ofthe case.

MOROCCO BOUND

on. (Fig.9).

Fig.7

37.Place the cover face down on the bench. Open and
paste the head turn-in, fold down and bone it down well,
especially at the spine and corner. Open and paste the
tail turn-in, fold down and bone well-. Open and paste
the foredges in turn, fold down and bone well, esp6cial-
ly at the corners. Place between release papeis and
Slotters, place under board with light weiglit ind leave
to dry thoroughly, when turn-ins have almost dried is a
good time for decorative scoring on cover if this is
desired. It is not usually considered necessary, but the
cover could be lined to lessen the feel of the lurn-ins;
however the corners need the thickness to provide
rigidity.
F. Casingin
38. Remove the protective waste sheets and trim the
fabric to equal width if necessary, ideally equal to the
turn-ins.
39. Mitre the hinge fabric at a slight angle up to the
shoulder fold with scissors as shown in Fig. 8.

40. Insert pasting waste sheet under endpaper pas-
tedown. Working quickly, paste up the area under the
hinge and lay it down smoothly. Work out air pockets.
Paste over the hinge and the rest of the pastedown.
Remove waste sheet. Position textblock and close cover
over pasted endpaper. Press with hands. Insert thin
blotter (to absorb moisture) and barrier sheet. Turn
over and repeat. Place under light weight overnight with
one blotter change.
41. The spine may be titled by hand either when flat or
when finished, or a paper label maybe made and pasted

Fig.6

34. Cut the spine lining from the long grain teK weight
strip of paper. It should be cut to fit just inside the
scores defining the spine area.
35. Cut the cover linings out of medium weight manila
or similar. These should be cut to fit just short of the
scores defining the head and tail, and just short of the
fore-edge to the score defining the shoulder (the ones
folding outwards). Grain musfbe head to tail. (Fig.7)
36. Past the spine lining, lay in place and rub down with
bone folder. Paste the cover linings, lay in place and rub
down with bone folder. Put between release papers,
overlay with blotter, place under board with lighrweight
and leave to dry.

Fig.8.

I 2.s-3TrMES

Fig.9.
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BOOKBINDING AT THE ROYAL MELBOURNE SHOW L99L.
It was gratifying to see the large number of entries on
display"(40 iom-"pared with onl! a dozen or so in 1990).
Thi: nimber seemed even grealer, because some of the
entries comprised sets of volumes in boxes, and the
limited space available made it difficult to display all the
exhibits to the best advantage.

The show case provided was well-positioned but
unfortunately directly opposite an entry door, through
which (at least while I was there) an icy north wind blew.
I noted that people tended to huddle together in the
middle of thapavilion, where they were out of the wind
and could drool over the display of decorated cakes.
However, good binding, Iike good wine, does not lose
its value with passage of time, whereas cakes are dis-
tinctly ephemeral.

The entries were judged by Jean Holland, of the
State Library of Viciori-a, and Fred Ford, a self-
employed professional binder. Prize-winners in the
varlous classes were:
Class 165 - Contentporary Design
1. Nick Doslov, The York Street Pitttttrakers (brown
quarter-leather, white hand-made paper siding).
2. Graeme Holt, The Cosntic Turtle, by Donald Friend
(symbolic design on cover in three colours of inlaid
leather).
3. Michael Lester, book of art-work, writing and
photography by members of the State Library of Vic-
toria (covered in paste-paper).
Class 166 - Traditional Design
1. Stephen Doslov, The Tltotrgltts of Edword S. Heffer-
non (black half-leather, marbled paper siding).
2. John Willis, Morocco Bound, Vols. 7-11 (green
morocco half-leather, cloth siding).
3. Julia Miller, Doctor Doolittle's Cirats (white vellum,
picture inset in front).
Class 167 - Ken Blake Menroiol Pn2e (Novice with up
to three years experience, in any form ofbinding)
1. Graeme Holt,Blinlq) Bill Grows Up (moulded leather,
in leather box with perspex panels in front and spine).

The craft of designer binding was also a winner when
the f20,000 1991 Booker Prize for fiction was awarded
at the Guildhall, London, on 22nd October.

Each author of the six short-listed novels tradition-
ally receives a handbound copy of his or her book. This
time they were not traditional bindings, but, as Tre
Times put it, 'works of art' created by six members of
Designer Bookbinders, books 'as different from the
standard article as Brighton Pavilion is from a Por-
takabin.'

The work was done at speed, the sheets having
been delivered to each binder only 28 days before
presentation night.

Angela James was allotted what turned out to be
the winner, Ben Okri's Tlrc Famislted Road. She
cleared her diary, ordered materials and prepared
boards in advance, but could not begin to think of
design until she had the sheets and could read Okri's
story about a Nigerian child. She bound it in bands of
black Nigerian goatskin fading to pale grey and dark
yellow goatskin fading to white. Strips of orange and
raised bands covered in turquoise sheepskin enlivened
the design. The Van, a comical novel by Roddy Doyle,
fell to James Brockman (whom Australian binders will

2. P . Lewrs, My Aus trali a (brown quarter-leather, paper
(?) siding).
3.-Mrs. J. Ryrie, North Hitch (black cloth, with boards
connected by laces around the spine).
My impression, merely glazngfhrough the window of
th6 sh6wcase, was that overall the work was of a high
standard, and I did not envy the judges in having to
choose the winning entries.

There were some very attractive examples of
leather inlay work, and Graeme Holt's use of moulded
leather so impressed the judges that hisE/inky Billwas
selected to be part of a display of Major Awards on a
revolving table in a special showcase. Graeme has ap
parently come to bookbinding with a background in
Ieather-work. It is particularly fitting that he should
have won the Ken Blake Prize, as Ken was himself a
keen exponent of moulding and sculpting leather for
book covers.

Another feature of the display was the imaginative
use of paper, handmade or marbled. Valda Quick, in
particular, was highly commended for her ingenious
folding box of small books of handsome paper.

I noticed that the few small boys who inspected the
exhibits were most impressed by a bindingby F. Green
of World Coins, which had a selection of coins worked
into its front cover.

It was a pity that there were no interstate entries,
but good to see bindings by Julia Miller and Karla
Vandersypen, two visitors to Melbourne from the
U.S.A.

The Victorian Guild would like to thank the donors
of the special prizes, Micador Australia Pty Ltd, The
Australian Type Company, and the Technical Book
Company. Frank Peterson, of Winterbottoms, kindly
provided the material for covering the boxes on which
the books were displayed. And very special thanks to
Arthur and Win Akhurst for setting up the exhibits so
beautifully.

John Willis

be welcoming this March). James rummaged through a
wrecker's yard for small van parts in plastic and rusted
metal and overlaid these on painted calf. The flyleaves
he spattered with simulated greasy breakfast stains.
Philip Smith, Lou Smith, Jeff Clements andJenni Grey
were the other Booker binders.

Sadly, the bindings were dispersed aftqr award
night. Their exhibition as a group would have further
helped the cause of designer binding. D.D.

Binding a Winner on Booker Prize Night

BOOKBINDING is an extemely complu and dif-
ficult croft; therein lies its perennial fascination.
Nobody can do it well witltout a great deol of training
and expeience. There are no shott cuts; no equivalents
to tlrc necklaces nrade of btts tickets, or stone or mud
circles or piles of bicks wltich seem to pass for aft in
sonte afi-citical quorTers. Quality; beauty of mateials;
expressiveness tlrouglt mastery of technique, are what
tlrc best binders concent thentselves with, so they can
never be truly fashionable, or - hateful word for a
hatefitl concept - trendy.

-Gillian Chipperfield in the Bookbinder 1991.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Bookbinding Terms and Expressions

Dear Editor,
Apart from a few exceptions that I'll deal with further
on there has never been a comprehensive lexicon, dic-
tionary or glossary of bookbinding terms. This means
that although a particular vocabulary may be employed
in any Australian place it is not necessarily international
or even used in other States.

So 'who gives a damn?' as a bookbinder recently
asked. 'Who cares so long as we understand each
other?' is another view of the same problem. My reason
for writing is to aim at an assessment of who cares and
who doesn't give a damn about our technical language
and its survival. Alan Peterson, in his words column in
The Sydney Moming Herald stated: 'For sloppy users
of English there is no cop-out like 'the language
changes', but the fact remains that it does... our schools
do not give students a firm grip on the technical struc-
ture of their language.'

Surely it doesn't surprise anyone that many terms
currently used in the various aspects of bookbinding, as it
is practised in Australia today, should dismay the trades-
man, confound the teacher and confuse the student.

We rely and have always relied upon foreign, im-
ported textbooks. Close comparison of them shows
great differences in their merits, in their technical
descriptions and in their writers' ability to express
themselves. The onlv lexical references have been
designed by and for bibliographers, librarians and more
recently, conservators. It is not difficult to open a chap-
ter of Eric Burdett of Arthur Johnson and find that they
are sometimes confused or in conflict with each othei.
Some statements and directions are meaningless.
Others meander and end up in a blind alley of vague-
ness. And these are among our very best technical
writers.

Now, to be quite clear about my claim to dissent,
what I am describing is not just Johnson's language or
Burdett's but our language, yours and mine. The
speaker, the teacher and the writer have a primary
problem before they start to write or open their mouthi:
are they equipped to do so? If you fail to understand
me then I have a problem.

Since I started to learn bookbinding about seven
years ago I have heard many different styles of expres-
sion and usage; as well I have compared them with a
wide range ofover 40 teKbooks written over the past 150
years.I have diligently read the available histories of the
craft as well as those which describe alternative coverins
materials and so on. Only a few have been written b!
people as brilliant as John Carter, Bernard Middleton
and D.C. McMurtrie. I went throush everv back issue of
Morocco Bound and The New Bo6kbinder as well as a
personal collection of sundry articles and papers.

Now this is not a simple task because there is not a
public collection of b-ookbinding references in
Australia. The search also revealed that neither is there,
nor has there ever been. a dictionary. The closest to a
unified composition is the smallest gl6ssary printed and
published by Allan Stratton. of Svilnev Tic'hnical Col-
Iege, who pdints out in his introductiorithat'terms have
become obsolete ... others wronslv apolied so often that
they have acquired a new meaili'ng'... other terms are
confused...I[is suggested that (we) make every effort
to use,.and influence others to use, the right terrir in the
right place.'

A fact which is not often recosnised bv tradesmen
and teachers is that they are not-the onlv ones who
recognise the need for a uniform terminoldqv. But it is
also lnfair to say that the trade has pro"duced few
textbooks and even fewer reference wofk. Almost all
textbooks have come from the hands of teachers. manv
but by no means all of whom tausht in State-fundea
schools and colleges. The lexical relereoces e.g. Peters,
Carter, Roberts & Hetherington, Harrod of Glaister,
are all by non-bookbinders, i.e. book dealers, conser-
vators, librarians et al. Peihaps they wrote them for
fame and glory. But we have to accept that there must
have been some need, or market for them.

Bookbinders, publishers, printers, booksellers, lex-
icographers, librarians, conservators, restorers, ar-
chivists, academics as well as bookdealers regard'the
book', its parts and its construction differently;-theyalso
refer to them differently. 'Among other things, the
adoption of a uniform terminology for the de[ails of
fine, hand bindings seems, to me,Grtually impossible.
In writing thousands of orders, I have never once used
some of the resounding terms found in British descrip-
tive texts. In fact, sonie of the terms that we did &e
would not have been understood, or would have been
taken otherwise, in other binderies in the same city.' (J
Q Bennett, Tlrc Cataloguing Requirements of the Book
Divisiott of a Rare Book Library, Ohio 1969.)

It was comforting to see that my dilemma was
shared, to some eKent, by Michele CloonaninThe New
Bookbinder Vol 4 1984. 'This paper', she wrote, 'has
compared, contrasted and evaluattd the primary sour-
ces for bookbinding terminology available io the
descriptive bibliographer.' Then, in a full page, she
listed 39 specific terms and their definitions asrecorded
by Peters, Carter and Roberts & Hetherington - all
non-bookbinders. Admirable though this beginning is
and though these 'primary sourcesY may be idequ"ate
lor Cloonan they would not pass muster elsewhere.
Primary sources can only be textbooks. And, further-
more, textbooks written by experienced and fluent
bookbinders. Yet what else could Ms Cloonan do? The
practitioners who should have recorded their own
usage and methods down through the ages have not
done so. Many teKs have been openly plagiarised &
copied w.a.f. (with all faults).

Now, to put this problem into perspective let me
lay down another example from the shipping industry.
I spent almost 20 years in it. It, like bookbinding and the
modest hamburger, have changed into something else.
The Odord University Press, requiring an addition to
its famous'Companion'series, asked Mr Peter Kemp
to write The Oxford Companion to Ships and the Sea.
Its blurb reads: 'Peter Kemp was educated at the Royal
Naval Colleges of Osborne and Dartmouth. Invalided
from the Navy after service in submarines, he joined
The Times as sporting and yachting editor, and was, for
many years, on the editorial staff. During WW2 he
worked in the Naval Intelligence Division. He sub-
sequently became Head of Naval Historical Branch,
Ministry of Defence. He has published widely on naval
military and yachting subjects. He has also written
several children's novels.'

When his dictionary was published many, like
myself, bought it. Examination of it, however, clearly
indicates the author's limited experience. References
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to merchant ships are few. Description of shipping
routes and shipping companies are fewer. Merchant
shipping and seamen other than the Queen Elizabeth
type ofbcean liner and Captain James Cook receive
schnt mention, and this is not due to prejudice, solely.
The author simply knows very little about merchant
shipping which remains, even today, 20 times larger
than all of the world's navies. Marine insurance and
commercial shipping terms used in industries control-
lingbillions of dollars are treated by petty references as
though they are incidental to ships and the people who
serve them (and us).

Odord University Press was not at fault in appoint-
ing Lt Cmdr Kemp. What it should have done was to
appoint a committee of authors each of whom
specialised in the great task of creating the ideal refer-
ence work. Instead, it published a useful reference work
of the Royal Navy.

Whichever method we select to creote a useftil
source of referettce, at least we can observe Samuel
Johnson's practice of stuffing into it as much source
material as the book will hold. In other words the
definitions must come from the use made of the word
or expression and the oiginal sources are, clearly, the
texts. The best dictionaries show these changes in
meaning. Some texts do include a short glossary yet
none before 1900 use or define the modern term 'spine'.
Cockerell Snr didn't know of it. Yet his son used it as
well as 'back' when explanation of techniques
demanded. So, where did'spine'come from? Anthony
Cains uses the expression 'spine sections'. Leonard
Harrod (and a recenI letter to me) referred to
'backstrip', another to 'shelfstrip'. All of these varia-
tions have arrivcd since 'the back' was separated from
'the spine'. A useful term, 'textblock', seems to have
been invented by conservators but others ofthat ilk use
the term 'bookblock', which seems daft to me.

What rs clear is that the evolution from hand to
machine binding has led to a crucial change in our
perception of the manufactured book and thus caused
many changes to our technical language. These lan-
guage shifts direct us in the manner and precision with
which we practise the craft of building books; e.g., the
term 'bands' today probably means something that is
altogether artificial. Strictly speaking they are no longer
parts of the book but an addition.

Once the binding of a book was so standardized
that there were no variations. Small differences came
about but without changing the bqsic strucfiue of 'the
book'. As soon as machines began to dominate and the
cased edition became the benchmark, everything was
affected. The book was no longer a whole. We befan to
regard it in parts. It was"almost as thougf, the
fo-rwarder's job ended with the backing and rounding
of the 'textblock' or 'sewn sections'.

Soon bookbinding trainees and apprentices will
not be taught any handcraft. Their concepts of book-
making will be quite different to ours. It will be some-
thing else. Craft workers are restoring the book to the
whole or homcrgeneous entity that it was. Can they
preserve their prccious terminology?

My proposition is this: arc there enough people
'out there', readers of this journal, residents-of
Australia or anywhere else, who care enouqh about the
terms that we 

-and 
others use in the craTt or in the

machine processes? Do they care enough about the
language and the need for.precision? Do- they-ex-
perience some curiosity in the ancient craft, its lan-
guage and methods?

Today, you will find genuinely useful descripions
of, say, vdff Uinaing, diftiEult to fii'd and just as difficult
to understand; clearly, the authors have not made many.
And was Yapp the'commissioning bookseller or the
binder? Certainly, Grolier never bound abook in his life.

Among the hundreds of people who have joined
the new bookbinding guilds in Australia, how many
served a seven-year apprenticeship? How.many served
four years? After this century turns into the next their
number will be very small. With those that die will go
every scrap of their knowledge, all of it hard gained, a
lifetime's learning.

To begin even a small glossaryworthy of interesting
a commercial publisher we could gather a group of the
most experienced people that survive in this country or
we could even extend the job to some overseas
friends/colleagues. Each contributor could be sent
some file cards officially stamped or printed to establish
ownership. Each worker should be able to refer to some
texts and references so that full recognition could be
given to variant meanings and usage. Each should be
confined to one letter of the alphabet. All submissions
would then go before a committee for approval and
inclusion in the glossary. Whether diagrams and il-
lustrations are included is another matter for discus-
sion. In fact it is difficult to explain the paring in a Yapp
corner without, at least, a line drawing.

There was a time, not so many years ago, when
bookbinding terminology was fossilized because the
technique was so. This is no longer. And we are all glad
about that. Now we are experiencing a new freedom of
design as well as of expression. Some of both are,
frankly, beyond me.

Ron Abbey
Glenquarry

near Bowral, NSW

A Canadian Way With Morocco Bound
Dear Editor,
I have recently bound mv entire collection of

Morocco Bound (Vol. 8 through 12) and have an un-
repenting need to tell readers how I did it.

I found that MB presented some unusual con-
sidcrations for the binder. With the local newsletter
insert, the otherwise simple procedure to sew up the
journals as signatures was complicated. The obvious
answer would be to simply leave the newsletters in-
serted in the centre of the journal and sew up an) ilay.
But I didn't like the idea of breakins up articled wifh
this newsletter. Then I thought I mig-ht ilice the folds
and simply put everything in order and glue up (Lum-
beck) the pages. But to destroy signatuies is irnihink-
able.

So what I did was this. I took the newsletters for
two issues and tipped them from and back to the inter-
vening journal. That is, the newsletter for 1.2/1 tipped to
the front of journal I2l2 and the newsletter {oi tZlZ
tipped to the back of 1212. Then I guarded the two all
roundwith Filmoplast P90 thereby making a new signa-
ture which included the newsletter, the journal and the
then neK newsletter. These were sewn toeether with the
other journals to compose the book witt'all of volume
8 through 12. Seems solid enough to me but I would be
interested if others have deriveii a better system. Final-
ly, of course, a Morocco cover - could oire do other-
wise?

. Many wonderful articles and bits of poop! It is also
interesting to see how much you must pay fol stuff. It's
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not much better in Newfoundland except that I get
materials from the Bookbinder's Warehouse in the
State very quickly. But the occasional trip to the UK
remains still the best solution. I do read with delight that
vou use much kansaroo leather. We have our native seal
ikin. It's a heavy s[in with a significant natural grain and
as tough as blazes.

(Dr) Brian A. Roberts
Mt Pearl, Newfoundland,

Canada.

Members of Britain's Designer Bookbinders at their
autumn L991, general meeting put on hard hats and
toured the massive building project at St Pancras,
North London, which is to be the new home of the
British Library.

Their chief guide was an associate member of DB,
Mary Jane Long. A distinguished architect, she is a
partner in the firm responsible for the new library,
Colin St John Wilson and Partners.

The tour party (which included the editor of
Morocco Bound) saw, in unfinished state, the wide
garden forecourt lying in the angle of the L-shaped
facade, the cathedral-like entrance hall five storeys in
height, the reading rooms, designed to make the most
of daylight (enhanced discreetly by halogen lighting)
and part of the four storeys of deep basements which
will hold most of the 11 million volumes making up the
library's London collections.

The main shell of Phase I is complete and the
storage basements looked almost rcady to receive their
books. However, the new library is not due to be open
to the public until 1993, nine years after excavation
began on the site, an old railway goods yard.

Though the British Library is among the world's
foremost research libraries the new building is to be its
first purpose-built home - the most substantial public
building erected in Britain since the surge of museum
and gallery building at the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury'

Two concerns at the heart of the building's design
are the need for an environment to safeguard books and
other materials which are vulnerable to deterioration
and the need to serve researchers efficiently through
newly computerised catalogues and an advanced
automated book retrieval system.

It is thought that the storage conditions at St
Pancras will ensure, on average, a fourfold improve-
ment in the life expectancy of millions of heritage items
nowstored in 18 different London buildings. But in one
respect the conservation work of the library will be
hampered by a late Government decision to curb ex-
penditure on the project. Binders on their tour were
disturbed to learn that the cutback will mean no room
in the new building for the bindery. Books requiring
rebinding and other restoration work will suffer extra
handling in being created and shipped out to another
location. This development troubles conservators,
since the books requiring treatment are often among
the oldest, rarest and most fragile.

Editor's nore.' Those readers unfamiliar with the North
American usage may wish to be assured that'poop' in
the above context is wholly complimentary. The O:iford
Dictionary, identifying the word as slang, 'originally and
chiefly U.S., origin obscure,' gives the definition: 'Up
to date or inside information.' The journal Ameican
Speech /6 has recorded a 794'1, use of 'poop sheet',
meaning a written notice, bulletin or repoit.

BINDERS PREVIEW THE NEW BRITISH LIBRARY
The exhibition halls of the library are expected to

receive half a million or more visitors from Britain and
abroad each year. A selection ofthe library's treasures
will be on permanent display, the most famous in their
own dedicated display areas. These will include King
John's Magta Corta (121.5),the Diamond Sutra of 868
(the hrst dated example of a printed 'book', found in
the caves of a Thousand Buddhas near Dunhuang,
China), the autographed draft of Handel's Messiah
(1742) and the original manuscript of Lewis Carroll's
Alice's Adventures Under Ground (1862-3).

Ove Arup & Partners, the structural engineers
whose work was crucial to the success of the Sydney
Opera House, are consultants for the library project.
As with the Opera Ffouse, the library presented com-
plex problems, in particular in the creation of one of the
country's deepest basements on an urban site, close to
other buildings and complicated by tube train tunnels.
The engineers'work has been described as 'pushing at
the frontiers of available technology.'

A last word from Kenneth Cooper, British Library
Chief Executive: 'The new British Library building at
St Pancras is a declaration of the continuing importance
of the printed word to the cultural and economic well-
being of our society.It is a testimonyto oru commitment
to the spirit of human and liberal enquiry which guided
our predessors; to the application of modern methods
and media in the communication of information and
ideas; to discovery, invention, scholarship and re-
search.'

D.D.

CARE WITH COPY PLEASE
We remind our contributors of our need for clearly
presented copy. There are four chief points to follow,
please:

Typeyour copy, double-spaced, on one side ofthe
paper.

If writing an insertion or correction byhand, clearly
letter all names.

If a spelling is unusual, tick the word to indicate
that it has been checked.

If changing the order of material in an article, or
inserting new material at a late stage, paste up in the
correct order rather than rely on arrows or other
transposition marks which may be misunderstood by
the Editor or typesetter.

10
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THE COLONIAL HOLE PIERCING JIG
A Binder Atones for his Role in Spine Mutilation

Several members have shown interest in a gadget I
brought to the AGM of the NSW Guild. The gadget's
sole purpose is to enable needle holes to be accurately
pierCed in a folded section spine for sewing.- 

My twilight years in bookbinding have been a time
of explanation and demonstration of techniques. The
thoufht of being guilty in my early years of massive
amounts of spine mutilation by sewing staff has
prompted me now to try to make atonement.

Trade binders over the years have had an excuse to
conform to trade needs and practices, which includes
making economical silk purses out of sow's ears. Thank-
fully Guild members have no need for such deceptions
or economy.

I like to think that if a book, however previously
bound, is worthy of rebinding you must have some
feeling for a binding appropriate to its author and
contents. The same thoughts would apply to sections
that have never been previously bound.

The practice of making saw or knife cuts into the
spine fold of sections for sewing is in my opinion mutila-
tion and unnecessary for Guild members. Extra holes
are usually required in previously machine-scwn books
for satisfactory hand resewing. Sawn-in spines unfor-
tunately are usually resewn in the original manner with
perhaps correction of the time saving two-sections-
together sewing technique.

It is essential that sections be well sewn to provide
a sound foundation for any style ofbinding.

Guild members who have sewn sections without
first piercing the holes will have experienced the
probli:ms of finding the centre of the section and of
keeping the sewing regularly spaced and at the proper
tension. Pre-piercing the holes will allow more atten-
tion to be concentrated on maintaining correct thread
tension with an automatic bonus of producing neat and
tidy sewing. Once you have experienced the difference
ydu will always pre-pierce.

Two prototype jigs were made, one of ply and the
other of strawboard with a ply base. Of the two, the ply
jig won hands down. The strawboard model was more
difficult and time consuming to produce.

The question arose whether to adopt an upright
vee shape or an inverted vee shape. It was decidedly
easier to pierce a hole accurately in the centre of a
section in the upright vee jig. A folded marked vee
paper template ensures hole accuracy.

The only'surprise'was the need to provide a small
metal support bracket for the bottom centre of the vee
to stop the slot from opening too wide when piercing a
hole toward the centre of the vee. Without the support
the section fold tended to push down through the vee
slot.

If there is sufficient interest to warrant a workshop
for NSW Guild members wishing to assemble one from
a supplied kit, I'll give it some thought. 

Keith Turnell

COLONIAL HOLE PIERCING JIG
Ends - 12mm ply
Vee and sides - 6mm ply

Glue and nail (or screw) together.
Estapol finish.

Sizes may be varied to suit individual
need and material.
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NOTES AND
Workshop Moves Home: After nine years the NSW
Guildhas been obliged at short notice to move its Ralph
Lewis Workshop from the Sydney College of the Arts
at Glebe. A new home has been found at Garry Owen
House, a building in the grounds of Rozelle Hospital
recently restored for the NSW Writers Centre Inc. by
the Ministry for the Arts. The new workshop has better
light, better access and better facilities, but lacks one
great advantage of the Glebe quarters - it does not come
rent free. The rent for 1992 will be $3418, requiring a
reshaping of the guild's budget. A more detailed report

fppears in Newsletter going to NSW members with this
lssue.

Museum Goes East: The Collection of the Museum of
Bookbinding in Bath, Britain's first bookbinding
mirseum and a place of pilgrimage for many Australian
binders and booklovers, is to go to a new permanent
home in Japan. The Museum, adjoining the bindery and
bookshop of George Bayntun, was establishedinlgTT.
With a wealth of illustration and tools and materials of
the trade it traced the history of book art from Roman
times to today. Visitors to the museum late in 199L were
told Jhat part of the display space in future would be
devoted to some of the many famous authors who have
links with Bath. Bookshops and binders flourished in
Bath in the Georgian years when fashionable visitors
crowded the city and the binding tradition continues
today. At Bayntun's, a large Victorian gabled building,
they like to speak of Bath as 'the centre of craft book-
binding in the English-speaking world.'
TVo new bookcloths are now available from Winterbot-
toms in Sydney. The first, Recordlinen, is an art
bookcloth suitable for Iarge and heary books as well as
smaller volumes, boxes, albums etc. It is 100cm wide
and is available in cut lengths in red, blue and green. It
has a distinct weave, a little like crash canvas, but has a
smooth silky surface which gives outstanding blocking
results. Glue spots come off easily and it can be used
for screen printing. The second new cloth is a sea grass
look crash canvas. This also takes screen printing well,
blind blocking, and hot foil an is suitable for picture
framing as well as small or large books. Inquiries:
Winterbottoms, 16 Power Street, Seven Hills, 2147,
phone (02) 674 3200. Samples will be sent on request.

Gold Finishing: John Mitchell is offering a continuous
five-day course in gold finishing at his studio in Woking,
Surrey, beginning Monday 6th April. It is intended for
those who'wish to improve their skills to an acceptable
quality and alleviate frustrations with the handling of
gold leaf.' Course fee (including light lunch) is {85, with
gold leaf eKra. If needed, bed and breakfast can be
arranged. Inquiries to: 190 Hermitage Woods Cres-
cent, St John's, Woking, Surrey, GU21 1UJ, England
(phone 0486.7- 6665).

Call from Canada: The Canadian Bookbinders and
Book Artists Guild is calling for entries in it second
exhibition, The Art of the Book 93. The exhibition will
mark the guild's tenth year. For more information and
entry forms, write to The Art of the Book '93, The
Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild, 35 Mc-
Caul Street, suite 220, R Toronto, Ontario, Canada
MsT 1V7.

QUERIES
Conservation Guide: According to the Institute of
Paper Conservation widespread confusion surrounds
the subject of conservation framing. Its response has
been to publish a six-page illustrated guide to the tech-
niques and terminology. Guidelines for Conseruation
Franing of Works of Art on Paper is aimed at both
picture framers and the owners of works of art with a
view to helping them make informed decisions when
selecting frames and mounting materials. The leaflet
has been economically produced specifically to enable
conservators, framers, museums and galleries to hand
it out freely in response to inquiries. Bulk copies are
available in packs of 50 from the Institute of Paper
Conservation, Leigh Lodge, Leigh, Worcester, WR6
5LB, England. The pack price for overseas orders,
including postage and packing, is I15. For individual
copies, send an addressed envelope together with inter-
national postal coupon.

Copying presses, which once filled part of the office
role of today's photocopiers, are used as nipping pres-
ses bymanybinders. The following account of howthey
were used originally was written by Frank Hippman for
the Newsletter of Britain's Society of Bookbinders:- In
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries copies
of documents were often kept, not on separate sheets,
but in special copy books which had leaves of tissue
paper. The document to be copied had to be written
with copying ink or typed with a special ribbon. A leaf,
with a waterproofed board below it to protect adjacent
leaves, was dampened with water, the document laid on
it and then another board placed on top. The book was
then closed and nipped in the press for a few minutes,
transferring the ink to the moist leaf. The copy became
a mirror image of the original but, as it was on tissue
paper, could be read through it.
Pan to Stove: A cheap but effective stove for hand held
type holders can be made from an electric frypan. One
side of the pan needs be sawn away and the lip Iiled flat
so that the tool can lie on the heated surface. The
thermostat provides the temperature regulation. A tim-
ber frame for supporting the handle may be desirable.

R.F-A.
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